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We used low temperature Magnetic Force Microscopy to investigate the vortex dynamics in
Superconductor/Ferromagnet (SC/FM) thin film heterostructures realized by Py/Nb thin film
bilayers. Indeed, by tuning the magnetic state of the ferromagnet new physical phenomena can be
observed associated with the interaction between the Abrikosov vortex lattice in the Nb layer and the
periodic, stripe-like Py magnetic domains. The analysis of the different behaviors of these systems
is of great importance for applications allowing to predict and control the electronic properties of the
SC/FM hybrids.
In our samples, Nb thickness (ds)varied in the range of 100¸360 nm and Py thickness (dPy)
in the range 1¸4 mm. To ensure that the FM and SC layers were only magnetically coupled, during
fabrication, a 10 nm SiO2 was deposited on top of the Py film. The samples behavior above and below
the Nb superconducting critical temperature were analyzed by means of an cryogenic Scanning Force
Microscope. Low temperature MFM allowed us to collect the topographic and magnetic force
gradient maps in the same area of the sample. We used commercial micro-fabricated Si cantilevers
with magnetic coating (Veeco MESP LM) and resonance frequency fo of about 75 kHz. The magnetic
moment of the tip was 0.3×10-16 Am2 and the coercivity <3 104 A/m. Before measuring, the tip was
magnetized in the upward direction and several images of the same area were acquired at different
tip-sample heights varying in the range of 50¸280 nm.
In our experiments a variety of different behaviors were observed, depending on the intensity
of the out of plane magnetization component M0 of the Py layer as well as on the interrelations among
some “geometrical” parameters of the hybrids, i.e., the Nb penetration depth λL and thickness ds and
the Py stripes half period width w. When w > λL, in zero external applied field, depending on ds, the
samples showed
“spontaneous” Vortices-Antivortices (V-AV) formation, in a chain-like
configuration along the magnetic stripes due to the alternating out of plane component M0 of the Py
stray field. We have analyzed the observed experimental results within a theoretical model which
deal with M0 intensity threshold causing spontaneous V-AV formation [4].
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